
SGA Report: 

Academic Senate 

The Student Housing Project is moving forward very quickly. The workgroup has set out our list of tiered 
priorities that we would like to use to select a developer partner to work with. SGA had a presentation 
on this at this Monday’s meeting and approved the list. I will provide a copy of this list as soon as the 
workgroup makes the finalized copy available to all.  Next week, the Board will vote on putting out an 
RFQ for a developer. 

SGA passed Resolution on Undocumented Students. Students are concerned Dream Center is under-
staffed and resources are over-taxed. 

SGA received training from our HR department on the requirements and expectations for serving on a 
hiring committee on campus. 

I did a presentation on behalf of the Academic Senate on our concerns with regard to the new funding 
formula and how this could have impacts on the quality of education that students receive so the need 
for vigilance and advocacy was stressed. The presentation worked through the PowerPoint on the 
governor’s website to break down and learn how the funding formula works (in its current form) and 
why we are concerned about the effect this could have on students and our institution. 

Our students attended the Fall 2018 General Assembly Meeting at the state level where many 
resolutions were debated and voted on. You can check out the list of resolutions and read about what 
students are concerned about across the state here.  The list of votes on these resolutions has not yet 
been posted. Please scroll to the bottom of the page for pdfs of the list and details of each resolution. 
Among the notable resolutions that were proposed there was a resolution of no confidence in 
Chancellor Oakley that was voted down. Our SGA vote for that was a yes to pass the resolution. 

One member of SGA will now be serving on the SRJC Foundations Planned Giving/Major Gifts 
Committee – 3 students volunteered; SGA would like to see the Foundation use funds in new and 
innovative ways. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R-kGqY2UEh6czQh3io0VcQqSPvuAbqYmmJIovx4rMTc/edit
https://sites.google.com/studentsenateccc.org/ssccc/fall-2018-general-assembly
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